
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Adjust any days of the schedule as needed. The meal plan is meant to be a guideline that can flex with 
your life. I leave “open” days (usually on the weekends) for you to eat up leftovers or eat out. If you’re 
finding you’d like more food or one more recipe, you can double one included for the week. 

 
 

Week #1 Meal Plan 
 
 

SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT 

Roasted 
Potato + Pea 

Frittata 

Breakfast of 
Choice  

Breakfast of 
Choice  

Breakfast of 
Choice (or 

try a 
Smoothie) 

Breakfast of 
Choice 

Breakfast of 
Choice  

Try From 
Bom Dia 
Muffin 
Recipe 

--- 
Grilled Lemon-
Basil Shrimp + 

Vegetables 

Leftover Grilled 
Vegetables 
with Pistou 

Frittata (add 
Pistou if 

leftover) + 
Salad 

Summer 
Glow Salad  

Chicken Lettuce 
Wraps with 
Drinkable 

Peanut Sauce 

Leftovers! 

Grilled 
Lemon-Basil 
Shrimp + 

Vegetables 

Spicy Zucchini 
+ Summer 

Squash Noodles 
with Cilantro-

Jalapeno Pistou 

Spicy 
Vegetable 

Noodles with 
Pistou and 

Simple Green 
Salad 

Summer 
Glow Salad 

with Leftover 
Grilled 
Shrimp 

Chicken 
Lettuce 

Wraps with 
Drinkable 
Peanut 
Sauce 

Garlic-Dill 
Vegetable 

Antipasto Salad 
with Spinach + 

Arugula 
(Chicken 
Optional) 

--- 
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PUTTING THE WEEK TOGETHER: 
 

All recipes (except breakfast or unless otherwise noted) are designed for 2 people and thus are  
4 servings – 2 for dinner, 2 for lunch. 

 
 
SUNDAY: In the morning for breakfast (or with dinner that evening), make the Roasted Potato + Pea 
Frittata. Boil all the potatoes you purchased for the week, even though you’ll only be used 5 potatoes 
for the frittata. Store remaining in the fridge (you’ll need one serving for lunch on Wednesday). 
 
For dinner, make the Grilled Lemon-Basil Shrimp and Vegetables. You’ll grill all the shrimp you 
purchased for the week and set aside 1/3 (store in fridge) for use later in the week. Along with the 
recipe, grill jalapeno and the green onions minus 2 (which you can leave raw in the fridge). Reserve half 
the shrimp for leftovers tomorrow. Vegetables equate to 6 servings, so you’ll have 4 leftover after dinner.  
 
MONDAY: Make the Spicy Vegetable Noodles with Cilantro-Jalapeno Pistou using 2 zucchini and 
2 summer squashes. Save half of vegetable noodles for leftovers. Pistou will make 6-8 servings. Reserve 
at least 4 for lunch and dinner tomorrow. The Pistou is also great on top of the frittata! 
 
TUESDAY: You’ll eat the remaining Spicy Vegetable Noodles with Pistou and make a Simple 
Green Salad (see BONUS recipe below). Save half of salad for leftovers tomorrow. 
 
WEDNESDAY: Make the Summer Glow Salad and serve with remaining leftover grilled shrimp. Save 
half of salad for leftovers and be sure to store dressing separately. 
 
THURSDAY: Make the Chicken Lettuce Wraps with Drinkable Peanut Sauce. You’ll be grilling two 
extra chicken thighs and storing in the fridge. 
 
FRIDAY: Make the Garlic-Dill Vegetable Antipasto Salad. If you feel like you need additional 
protein, option to serve with the two leftover chicken thighs or save those for eating tomorrow. This 
Antipasto Salad makes 6 servings, so you’ll have leftovers throughout the weekend. For tonight, I 
recommend serving atop leftover arugula and spinach (chicken thighs sliced on top if eating). Feel free to 
drizzle extra olive oil and even a dash of traditional balsamic vinegar on top too. 
 
THE WEEKEND: Finish all leftovers! I love taking any leftover vegetables {cooked or raw} and adding 
them over greens to make one big salad OR over some organic brown rice //quinoa. If you feel like you 
want a dressing or sauce, you can use leftover Pistou or Whitney’s Go-To Balsamic Vinaigrette, or just 
drizzle some olive oil + balsamic, even a squirt of mustard! 
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Roasted Potato  + Pea Fri t tata 
{6-8 servings} 
 

If you’re someone who loves a savory breakfast, but is always rushing around in the morning with little or 
no time to cook, then this recipe was created for you. It’s also a personal- and fan-favorite for brunches! 
The versatility of this recipe is endless and substitutions welcomed based on season and what’s in your 
fridge. Spinach or kale make great swaps for the chard and really any vegetable combination is delicious 
- frozen, fresh or pre-cooked! For the recipe below, I would suggest getting a bunch of potatoes and 
roasting a big batch ahead of time, using five for the frittata, then extras in a separate meal or 
throughout the week. More bang for your buck! 
 
INGREDIENTS:  

• 8 organic, pasture-raised eggs, beaten 
• 2 Tbsp. organic, grass-fed, full-fat Greek yogurt (can also 

sub fat from can of organic coconut milk or omit 
altogether) 

• 2 Tbsp. organic, cold-pressed coconut oil 
• 2 leeks, white and light green parts only, sliced 

horizontally in thin strips 
• 1 smaller bunch of red or Swiss chard, stems discarded 

and leaves cut into thin ribbons 
• ½ package frozen peas 
• 5 small potatoes, cut into quarters, pre-roasted or boiled 
• 4 crimini mushrooms, stems removed, wiped clean and 

chopped finely 
• Organic, grass-fed goat cheese (chevre) 
• 1 tsp. sea salt + ½ tsp. pepper 

 
DIRECTIONS: 

#1: Preheat oven to 400 degrees. 
#2: Chop leeks, chard and mushrooms. Potatoes should be cut in quarters. 
#3: To a large cast iron pan, add 2 Tbsp. coconut oil (coating bottom and sides). Then add leeks and 

mushrooms, cooking on medium-low heat for 5-7 minutes (until leeks turn golden brown). Next 
add chard leaves and cook until wilted, about 2 minutes. Add potatoes in, mixing all together. 

#4: During down time on Step #3, whisk together eggs, yogurt, sea salt + pepper in a large mixing 
bowl until thoroughly combined. 

#5: Make sure vegetables are spread evenly at the bottom of the pan, then pour egg mix over top. 
Gently shift around vegetables to make sure eggs seep through entire pan.  

#6: Drop dollops of goat cheese into frittata as desired. By now, eggs on the edge of the pan should 
be beginning to set. At this time, place pan in oven. 

#7: Bake for 8-12 minutes, until frittata is “set” (check by gently shaking the pan before removing). 
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Chicken Lettuce Wraps with a Drinkable Peanut Sauce 
So I kind of have a thing for tacos. Or in general, just wrapping food up in various “carriers”. Doing so 
with lettuce gives that experience a lighter and fresher touch, perfect for summer. The peanut sauce was 
inspired by local chef Aubrey Jenkins (of drumbeets.com), but I made a few adjustments to simplify it 
and make it more pantry-friendly. It’s literally drinkable, so be sure to save some for your wraps! Freezes 
well and keeps in the fridge for a week. 
 
INGREDIENTS: 

• Drinkable Peanut Sauce 
• 1 head Bibb or Butter lettuce 
• 4 organic, free-range chicken thighs 
• 1 medium carrots, shredded or 

julienned  
• 2 zucchinis, shredded or julienned 
• 1 bell pepper, seeds + white part 

removed then sliced thin 
• ¼ cup peanuts, option to chop 
• 2 green onions, ends chopped off 

then diced 
• Handful of cilantro 

 
 
DIRECTIONS: 

#1: When ready to cook, preheat the grill. (Also the option to sauté chicken on the stovetop: cut 
chicken into strips or bite-size pieces and cook in 2 Tbsp. coconut oil for 8-10 minutes). 

#2: Brush chicken with olive oil on both sides, then place chicken on the grill and cook for 8-10 
minutes per side. When chicken is done, let cool then slice into strips. 

#3: While chicken is cooking: 
• Peel carrot. Cut one end off carrot and zucchini then julienne with cut side down 

(horizontal, making short pieces). 
• Slice bell pepper in half, cutting from stem down and remove white parts + seeds, then 

slice thin. Option to chop peanuts roughly. 
• Blend all dressing ingredients in a small blender. 
• Wash the Bibb lettuce leaves and pat dry.  

#4: To make wraps, add all vegetables, then top with chicken, peanuts, a drizzle of dressing, green 
onions and cilantro.  

 

Notes for Vegetar ians :  Instead of chicken, sub 1 medium-sized yam, chopped finely. In a small sauté 
pan, cook with 1 Tbsp. coconut oil until softened. 
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Drinkable  Peanut  Sauce  
 

INGREDIENTS: 
• ¾ c. organic, peanut butter 
• ½ can organic, canned coconut milk [if opening a new can, put into bowl and whisk to combine 

liquid with coconut fat first; store in glass container] 
• 2 Tbsp. gluten-free organic Tamari sauce 
• 2 Tbsp. apple cider vinegar 
• 2 cloves garlic 
• ½” knob of fresh ginger 
• Juice from ½ lime or 1 Tbsp. 
• Red chili flakes to taste 
• 1 tsp. maple syrup 

 
DIRECTIONS: Add all ingredients to a small blender and blend until smooth. 
 
 
 
 

Cilantro-Jalapeño Pis tou 
Pistous are much like a pesto, but dairy-free. These and pestos are great to make ahead of time and 
have to throw on leftover vegetables, meat or bowls at anytime. They’re good for up to a week in the 
fridge.  
 
INGREDIENTS 

• 2 heaping handfuls of cilantro leaves (some stem okay) 
• ¼ to ½ cup olive oil (start small, add more to desired consistency) 
• 2-3 green onions, ends chopped off 
• 1 medium jalapeño (seeds intact for more spice, removed for less) OR 1 (4 oz.) can diced 

jalapeños or green chilies 
• 2 garlic cloves (skin removed) OR 1 tsp. minced garlic 

 
DIRECTIONS: Add all ingredients to food processor and process until smooth. Feel free to add 1 tsp. of 
extra olive oil at a time if needed to blend smooth.  
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Spicy Noodles  wi th Cilantro-Jalapeño Pis tou 
 
INGREDIENTS 

• Select vegetable of choice 
for noodles 

• Cilantro-Jalapeno Pistou 
Ingredients 

• 2 ears of organic corn, 
kernels cut off (raw, frozen 
but thawed or option to pre-
grill/use grilled corn 
leftovers) 

 
SPICY MEXICAN GROUND BEEF 
TOPPING (optional): 

• ½ lbs. organic, grass-fed 
beef 

• 2 tsp. organic, cold-pressed 
olive oil 

• 1 tsp. minced garlic 
• SEASONING: ½ tsp. each: 

cumin, chili powder, paprika, 
oregano and onion powder 
(okay to omit) plus 1 tsp. 
salt 

• 1 heirloom tomato 
• Chili powder, pepper + sea 

salt to taste 
 
DIRECTIONS: 

#1: If making the Spicy Mexican Ground Beef, do that first: add olive oil and garlic to a sauté pan, 
cooking for 2 minutes on medium heat (set a timer!). 

#2: While that’s cooking, can start spiralizing the vegetable noodle. Choose to serve raw (if 
applicable) or add 1 Tbsp. organic, cold-pressed oil to sauté pan and cook accordingly. 

#3: When timer goes off, add remaining beef ingredients to the pan and cook until browned.  
#4: At next moment of downtime, make the pistou and shave the kernels off corn. 
#5: To serve, add vegetable noodles to a plate and top with pistou, corn kernels and ground beef (if 

applicable).  
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Gril led  Lemon-Basi l  Shrimp + Vegetables  
I have always loved the flavor and smokiness of grilled recipes and this one is no exception. And you’re 
going to love the flavor of grilled potatoes – which, regardless of the bad rap they’ve received, are great 
for both mind + body as they help to satisfy our cravings for comfort food while also chock full of 
antioxidants. This recipe in particular, is a great way to absorb + enjoy all these benefits! Be sure to 
brush the grill with oil or can always cook on foil. 
 
INGREDIENTS: 

• 1 lbs. raw wild-caught, shells on 
31-35 ct. per pound shrimp, 
peeled, tails removed + deveined  

• 1 lbs. small or fingerling 
potatoes, cut in half 

• 2 bell peppers, seeds and inner 
white parts cut out then sliced 
into chunky strips  

• 12 crimini mushrooms, wiped 
clean with wet paper towels and 
stems removed 

• 1 Tbsp. olive oil 
 
MARINADE: 

• ½ cup olive oil 
• 2 Tbsp. each lemon juice + Dijon mustard 
• 1 cup fresh basil, chopped 
• 2 tsp. minced garlic 
• 1 tsp. sea salt + pepper 

 
DIRECTIONS: 

#1: Preheat grill. 
#2: Prepare your potatoes first, cutting them all in half. Add potatoes to a pot with enough water to 

cover. Cook on high heat for 10 minutes, then drain and let cool.  
#3: After you’ve started the potatoes, cut the peppers and wash the mushrooms. Toss all the 

vegetables with 1 Tbsp. olive oil and season with sea salt + pepper. 
#4: Chop the basil. Then whisk all marinade ingredients together in small bowl.  
#5: Peel and devein the shrimp, adding them to a bowl and covering with about ¼ of the marinade, 

tossing to coat. 
#6: Place vegetables on the grill, cooking for 12 minutes. When 4 minutes is left on the grill time, add 

shrimp (turning halfway through).  
#7: When vegetables are done cooking, toss with remaining marinade. 
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Garlic-Dill  Vegetable  Antipasto  Salad 
 

Since perfecting this recipe, it’s been on repeat in my weekly meal plan. It’s so easy to make, holds up 
well in the fridge, is great with the addition of fresh greens underneath, eggs or smoked salmon over top, 
with a touch of quinoa or even in a Pho soup. I highly recommend doubling the recipe and planning to 
eat it all week! 
 
INGREDIENTS: 

• 1 bunch organic baby 
carrots, peeled and cut in 
half lengthwise then 
horizontal 

• 1 lbs. organic snap peas, 
ends trimmed 

• 1 bunch organic asparagus, 
woody ends broken off, cut 
in half horizontal/at 
diagonal 

• 3 Tbsp. organic grass-fed 
butter (or organic, cold-
pressed olive or avocado 
oil) 

• 1 Tbsp. minced garlic  
• 2 Tbsp. fresh dill, chopped 
• 1 small jar of peppadew 

peppers, sliced into rings 
(okay to omit) 

• 1 jar/can of oil soaked 
artichoke hearts, liquid drained 

• 1 small jar of green (manzanilla) olives, sliced 
• Sea salt + pepper to taste 

 
DIRECTIONS: 

#1: Place a steamer basket in the bottom of a large pot. Fill half full with water and bring to a boil. 
Also, prepare a large bowl with ice water in the sink. In the meantime, prepare the vegetables - 
peel + chop carrots, trim snap peas and chop asparagus. Slice the peppadew peppers + olives, 
set aside. 

#2: Once boiling, add carrots to water and blanch for 5 minutes (set a timer for 2 minutes). When 
timer goes off, add snap peas and asparagus, then reset timer for another 2 minutes. Remove all 
from water and add to ice bath to cool.  

#3: While vegetables are cooling, add butter to a skillet to melt. Then add garlic and dill, sautéing for 
1 minute (until garlic is golden brown). Season with sea salt + pepper. 

#4: Strain the vegetables then add to a large serving bowl. Add garlic dill sauce, peppers, olives and 
artichokes. Add more dill and lemon wedges for a garnish. 
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Summer Glow Salad 
 
I believe inner beauty reigns supreme. But it just so happens that outer beauty is also built from the 
inside out – through the food you eat! This salad’s packed with skin beautifying essentials and the 
dressing itself looks like a spa facial, but even better because you get to eat it! You can use any 
combination of greens, here I chose arugula and spinach but you could do any lettuce or just a single 
green as well. To make slicing all the vegetables (minus the peas) even faster, you can use a mandoline 
for all. I always chop one side off the vegetables, but leave the other as a “handle” when using the 
mandoline (especially helpful towards the final slices). 
 
INGREDIENTS: 

• Creamy Avocado 
Dressing 

• ½ red onion, sliced thin 
using Mandoline  

• 2 generous handfuls of 
spinach leaves 

• 2 generous handfuls of 
arugula 

• ½ lbs. snap peas 
• 1 carrot, peeled then 

shredded or sliced thin  
• 1 English cucumber, 

sliced in half lengthwise 
and then cut 
horizontally into slices 

• 2 radishes, sliced thin  
• 1 ear of corn, kernels cut off 
• Handful of fresh dill, chopped finely 

 
DIRECTIONS: 

#1: Use the mandoline to slice the red onion, and then place in the 2 Tbsp. lemon juice that will be 
used for the dressing. The longer they can soak, the better (all day or overnight even). 

#2: Cut all the vegetables. For the corn, hold it upright on your cutting board and slowly slice down 
to cut the kernels off the cob, discard cob.  

#3: Pull dill off stem, then chop finely. 
#4: Add lemon juice from onions into a small blended with the rest of the dressing ingredients and 

puree.  
#5: Add your greens to a bowl, then arrange all vegetables on top with dill. Dollop dressing 

generously 
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Creamy Avocado Dress ing 
This recipe was created by local Seattle vegan chef Aubrey Jenkins (of drumbeets.com) for the first 
summer challenge I ever did. It was a hit and remains a summer staple in my home and recipes. Check 
her out! 
 
INGREDIENTS: 

• ½ cup organic, coconut milk (if opening a new can, put into bowl and whisk to combine liquid 
with coconut fat first; store in glass container) 

• 1 avocado 
• ½ cup parsley, stems discarded 
• 2 Tbsp. lemon (or juice from ½ lemon) 
• ½ c. olive oil 
• Sea salt + pepper to taste 
• + Pinch of cayenne pepper, if desired for a little extra “kick” 

	  
DIRECTIONS: Add all ingredients to a small blender and blend until smooth (food processor okay too). 
Feel free to add 1 tsp. of extra olive oil at a time if needed to blend smooth; can also use water. 

 
 
Whitney’s  Go-To Balsamic  Vinaigre t te  
 
INGREDIENTS: 

• 2 Tbsp. organic, cold-pressed olive oil 
• 1 Tbsp. Traditional Balsamic Dressing 
• 2 tsp. Dijon Mustard  
• 1 tsp. Maple Syrup or honey 
• Sea salt + pepper to taste 

 
DIRECTIONS: Add all ingredients to bottom of small mixing bowl and whisk to combine.  
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BONUS: Simple  Green Salad :  
I was taught by Regan that what makes a salad is the amount of healthy fats on top (and in the 
dressing). Here you’ll be using cashews, olives and avocado, plus the olive oil in the dressing (option for 
cheese as well). When making in the future, feel free to swap for any nut or add any other healthy fats 
listed in the Macks Energy Bowls!  
 

INGREDIENTS: 
• Whitney’s Go-To Balsamic Vinaigrette 
• 1 head red or green leaf lettuce, chopped 
• ½ cup cashews 
• 1 (15 oz.) can/jar of black or kalamata olives, drained + rinsed then chopped 
• 1 avocado, pit removed 
• Feta or raw parmesan shavings, optional 

 
DIRECTIONS: 

#1: Prepare all ingredients: chop the lettuce and olives, cut the meat out of avocado shell and 
discard the pit.  

#2: Toss all ingredients together in a large salad bowl.  
#3: Drizzle vinaigrette individual per salad and store separately. 
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BONUS: Bom Dia Muffins  
{12-16 servings} 
 
I serve these at almost every brunch I make and they’ve been one of the most asked-for recipes at the 
NourishYou Retreats I co-lead with my bestie Hilary Paris. You’ve been warned: they’re delicious. They’re 
also a great way to sneak in a ton of veggies for picky eaters. You can grate the carrot and zucchini using 
a cheese grater or pop in the food processor and process until you have small chunks. On the counter, 
these muffins last about 5 days, but also freeze well.  
 
INGREDIENTS: 
WET: 

• 1 can organic pumpkin puree 
• 4 pasture-raised eggs 
• 1 cup raw, organic honey 
• ½ cup each organic, grass-fed milk 
• ½ cup organic, cold-pressed coconut oil 
• 1 carrot, peeled, ends chopped off and 

grated 
• 1 zucchini, ends chopped off and grated 

 
DRY: 

• 2 cups organic brown rice flour 
• 4 tsp. aluminum-free baking powder 
• 1 Tbsp. ground cinnamon 
• 1 tsp. baking soda 

 
TOPPING: 

• 2 Tbsp. brown rice flour  
• 2 Tbsp. coconut oil, slightly melted 
• 2 tsp. cinnamon 
• 1 cup crushed nuts 
• 2/3 cup honey 
• 1 finely chopped pear or handful of 

strawberries (optional) 
 
 
DIRECTIONS:  

#1: Preheat oven to 375 degrees.  
#2: Mix WET ingredients in large mixing bowl.  
#3: Mix DRY ingredients in large bowl.  
#4: Add dry ingredients to wet, ½ cup at a time, mixing slowly to combine.  
#5: Make the topping, leaving out pear. 
#6: Grease muffin tin (I use olive oil), then spoon muffin mix in, filling each mold about ¾ full.  
#7: Top with topping, then add fruit on top. Bake for 20 minutes (more time might be needed). 

Muffins will be “soft” inside. 
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{Whitney Mack - About Me} 
 
 

I’m here to radically change the way you care for yourself from the 
inside-out. My goal is to help you find ease, tune into your natural 
cycle, and navigate the current season of your life with vibrancy 
and joy. My approach to holistic living starts with helping you 
rediscover your feminine power and ends with you living from a 
foundation of personalized wellness that grows & shifts as you do.  
  
My Wholistic Health, Hormone & Fitness Coaching shifts the focus 
to the present moment and how you desire to FEEL in all aspects 
of your body, spirit, relationships, work (seen + unseen, paid & 
unpaid) and life; because let’s be real - at the end of the day, how 
you feel matters most.  
 
This revolutionary pivot allows you to create space for yourself, 
even on the days when space feels limited or non-existent. My goal 
is to turn the modern // mainstream approach of “wellness” on its 
head by simplifying and tailoring all aspects of health, lifestyle, 
nutrition, and exercise techniques to YOU using a cyclical 
approach. As we develop your custom program together, we will 
build a healthy momentum that feels natural and easy with a focus 
on creating a sustainable lifestyle.  

 
As a women's wholistic health, fitness and hormone coach with over a decade of experience and 
knowledge, my favorite thing about coaching is watching my shift from loathing (or fighting) to loving 
their bodies in every season of their life. When you learn how to work with your physiology you’re your 
female hormones), instead of against them, EVERYTHING changes - including your daily energy, mental 
focus, body confidence, the strength of your intuition, metabolism, digestion, immune function, fertility 
and so. much. more! 
 
Curious about my one-on-one client offerings? Check out the work my clients and I move through 
together in 10+ weeks to transform your life from the inside-out. 
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Whitney Mack Wholistic Health,  

Hormone & Fitness Coaching 
 

Scope of Work: In my one-on-one work with clients, it doesn’t always happen in this order, because 
your needs + goals at the time may bring us into discussing a topic sooner. In addition, topics don’t 
always remain separate from each other based on questions that come up and the nature of all things 
being connected! However, this is the general outline I move from when working with clients. 
 
Session #1: How Do You Want To Feel? // Assessing Where You’re Currently At (Intake 
Form, Symptoms and “Season of Life”) // Goals 

• Core Desired Feelings - setting goals that matter, in alignment with your female hormones. 
• Circle Of Life - honest look into where your time & energy is currently going and the contrast to 

how you desire it to look (another way of creating goals with meaning). 
• Burn Letter (symbolic fresh start to make space for your desires + goals). 

 
Session #2: Hormones 101 + Life Seasons 

• Cycle 101 basic education - hormones (including symptoms + imbalances), seasons & phases // 
the education you should’ve received in sex ed so that you can work with your biology 
+physiology. 

• Life seasons - understanding the basics of your hormones for your age, and how your current 
“season” on life influences that. 

 
Session #3: Wholistic Living Diagram + Fulfilled Life - intro to finding “balance” and looking at the 
4 critical components to feeling fulfilled and in alignment with your body, purpose + passions // then, we 
weave these into your core desired feelings. 
 
Session #4: Track Cycle + Yin/Yang Energy 

• Masculine + feminine energy (lowest & highest expressions) // examining the way imbalance 
shows up in work, life, mothering, relationships and your body  

• Learning how to track your cycle (observe your energy & mood, plus moon) 
 
Sessions #5 & 6: Food (likely needs to be a 90 min session) 

• Food 101 (food quality continuum + reading ingredient labels) 
• Eating with your cycle (the four different hormones seasons, plus simple ways to begin cycling 

your food - includes recipes + guidelines) 
• Problem foods for the female hormone system and why (along with how this changes as we go 

through perimenopause + menopause) 
• Macronutrients + plate composition 
• Blood Sugar 101 
• Gut Health // Digestion (Gut Healing Protocol) 
• Macks-imizing Your Time In The Kitchen (solutions for simplifying meals with a consistently 

stocked pantry, fridge + freezer // grocery lists & recommended brands for hormone health) 
 
Session #7: Movement (can be more than one session depending on desired level of 
knowledge & guidance) 

• Cycling your movement (breaking down movement with the 4 hormonal phases // individual 
movement schedule based on needs, goals & what you love doing // hormone-friendly workouts 
provided) 

• Learning to use movement as a tool to feel deeper & tap into your intuition, feminine energy and 
core desired feelings 
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• The equation between exercise & weight loss 
 
Session #8: Stress + The Anti-Exhaustion & Anti-Hustle Solution 

• Soul Cravings (food + otherwise) 
• Nervous Systems (examining the parasympathetic & sympathetic nervous systems & their impact 

on our hormones // stress - your sources, controllables vs. uncontrollables and bioindividual 
solutions to mitigate yours) 

• The Anti-Exhaustion & Anti-Hustle Solution: Grace + Nourishment 
• Sleep (sleep hygiene // rituals // increasing quality of sleep) 
• Toxins (deep dive into toxins that disrupt your hormones in the environment, your home, self-

care products, water and more, plus product recommendations & solutions to decrease) 
 
Session #9: Breathing + Relationships 

• Different breathing techniques for different phases of your cycle 
• Self Regulation, Mood + Emotions (bioindividual self-regulation techniques // understanding 

factors that contribute to mood disorders - like anxiety & depression & how to mitigate symptoms 
// releasing + moving through emotions) 

• Connected to Center (grounding meditations and techniques to remain centered - calm in the 
chaos!) 

• Cultivating Meaningful Relationships (getting clarity on your own unique brand of connecting & 
being attuned to your needs // building awareness around input versus output & your “why”) 

 
Session #10: Spirituality and Spirit // Pleasure & Passions // Growth 

• Intuition (cultivating & tuning into your unique voice // rituals & practices to strengthen your 
voice) 

• Rituals (making life sacred and fun again, with rituals that connect you to your spirit & pleasure) 
• Examining Your Soul Fire, Passions + What Nourishes Your Soul (includes deep dive into 

cultivating pleasure & a life you love) 
• Cultivating Intentional Space (consistent physical, mental, emotional & spiritual) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER: All information in this document is property of Macks Mo, LLC; distribution of this information 
without express written consent of Macks Mo, LLC is illegal. All material in this document reflects the experiences and opinions of 
Macks Mo owner and is not intended to replace medical advice. Before beginning this or any nutritional or exercise regimen, 
consult your physician to be sure it is appropriate for you. The information presented herein is not presented with the intention of 
diagnosing or treating any disease or condition. This information is for educational purposes only. No responsibility is assumed by 
the author, its contributors nor anyone connected with Macks Mo LLC for the use of this information and no guarantees of any 
kind are made for the performance or effectiveness of the recommendations provided. Macks Mo LLC shall not be held 
responsible for loss or damage of any nature suffered as a result of reliance on any of this guide’s contents or any errors or 
omissions herein. 
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